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Welcome to this virtual shrine dedicated to the Codex of Ultimate wisdom. The

Codex of Ultimate wisdom is some sort of moral philosophy created by Richard

Garriot for his video game Ultima IV: Quest of the Avatar. It is a bit weird to say that

a philosophy can actually come from a video game, but it does. The goal of the video

game is to apply the concept of this philosophy to progress in the game and reach

illumination. It is somewhat the first role playing game where the objective of the

game is not to kill the evil bad buy. As a convention, the people named this

philosophy The Codex of Ultimate Wisdom which is the name of the book that you

must talk to at the bottom of the abyss.

Of course this philosophy comes from a game, but I said to myself that it could be

possible to use it in a real life situation. Even if the game took place in a fantasy

medieval setting, with proper reinterpretation we could use it the real world. There

are currently many websites about the many video games but what about the

philosophy itself. So I decided to make a web site that will focus on the philosophy.

The goal is to allow people to get in touch with this philosophy without playing the

game since it is not everybody who can or likes to play this video game.

So is it a new religion? No. I think we could consider it as a moral philosophy since

there is no god and it focus on the behavior of human beings. I just want to say that I

am not affiliated with any religious groups and I do not folow any of the known

religions. This phillisophy does not necesarily oppose the main known religions, so

you can try to follow the Codex of ultimate wisdom while continuing to believe in

your religion.

On this web site, you will find all the information you need to undertand how this

philosophy works. I have also placed a few information about the video games for

those who are interested. I will also copy many quotes from the game. If you are

only interested in the game, this website can contain useful information including

some files to download.

I have also made a test section. In the game, there is 2 test that you can pass. The

first test, the test of the Gypsy, allow you to identify what are your best virtues. The

second test, is the test of the Codex. This is the final test need to pass at the bottom


